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“Work is over for the day. From the 
old adobe kitchen smoke and the 

good odor of roasting beef.
Looking up from my book, I see the

men sitting around on the bunkhouse
step and benches against the wall

waiting with clean hands and shining
faces for the clang of the supper bell.”

From a poem titled, En El Rancho de San Julian 
by Inez de la Guerra Dibblee

Rancho San Julian:
A Family Ranching
Tradition
BY MARILYN FISHER
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Rancho San Julian – Family History

SCENIC CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY ONE winds
its way through the golden grassy hills, fertile valleys
and rocky arroyos at the foot of the Coastal Santa

Ynez Mountains north of Santa Barbara, California. Rancho
San Julian lies here, where Pacific slopes give way to rich
pasture lands bathed in ocean breezes. Here the early
Spanish settlers in search of gold found instead a golden land
of endless grasses and rich soils. For miles, the expansive
grazing lands of San Julian give way to wide expanses marked
with barbed wire fences and weathered posts. Black Angus
cattle dot the golden hills that rise and fall on their way to
the ocean. This is the legacy of San Julian. 

Like braided buttons along a rawhide rein, the lineal
generations at Rancho San Julian perpetuate one of the
oldest ranching traditions in the history of this region. The
resilient descendants of early San Julian have held tightly to
the dream of the family-owned ranch since its first owner,
Don Jose de la Guerra y Noriega, took ownership in 1837.
For over 170 years, the ranch, through marriage, has woven
together the de la Guerras, Dibblees and Poetts, and other
strands of the family, in a cord that cannot easily be broken.
With remarkable consistency, this family ranch has fought
hard to keep tradition alive through the years of Spanish
rule and Mexican revolution, the California gold rush,
California statehood, periods of war and the years of the
Great Depression, and remained intact. Their livelihoods
have varied with the times, and include sheep, cattle, beans,
lavender and even movie shoots, but through it all, the
descendants of Don Jose manage
to hold on to the legacy. 

The proud Rancho San Julian
was founded during the transition
from early Spanish, Mexican and
then American control, from 1795
to 1846. The grassy ranges of Alta
California, as the region was
known to early Spanish explorers,
were put to good use by Spanish-
born ranchers such as Don Jose de
la Guerra, commandante of the
Presidio at Santa Barbara, who, in
1816, was granted the right to
graze cattle on the 48,221 acre
Rancho. In 1822, the ranch was
taken to become a “Rancho
Nacional” under the control of the
Mexican government— a meat
and wool producing “Kitchen
Ranch” supplying the Presidio
garrison with beef, tallow and
horses. From 1837 up through the

end of Don Jose’s lifetime, it thrived as a proud family
owned cattle ranch until the two-year drought of 1862 hit
and depressed the beef market. Don Jose’s heirs were forced
to mortgage the ranch to Gaspar Orena who took
ownership, briefly moving it out of family hands. Then, a
marriage between Don Jose’s daughter, Maria Antonia and

Orena restored the de la Guerra
namesake to the ranch.

The ranch again changed
hands in the 1860s when it was
acquired by the successful
Dibblee brothers. Albert and
Thomas Dibblee were searching
for more good grazing land for
their sheep operation and the
rich, wide pasture land of San
Julian appealed to the Yankees,
who quickly purchased it from
Gaspar Orena in 1867. And,
through another twist of fortune
for the de la Guerra family
lineage, Thomas Dibblee married
Francisca de la Guerra and the
ranch was recognized ever after
as, “Rancho San Julian, Dibblee y
de la Guerra.” 

With the decline of the sheep
business in the 1880s, due to new
fencing laws that restrictedVirginia Dibblee, circa 1940, mother of Dibblee Hoyt.

View of the Casa San Julian from across the bean fields.
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rangeland and a scourge of cockleburs and Mexican thistle that
impacted the quality of wool grown in the region, an economic
depression set in. Though they continued to graze small flocks on
San Julian until the 1920s, the sheep business would never be as
good as it was in the 1870s when herds numbered 40,000 head or
more. Family member, Dibblee Poett, wrote in his book, Rancho
San Julian, “Eventually a combination of factors (including the
competition and lower prices of wool from New Zealand and
Australia and the introduction of foxtail and rip gut brome) favored
a change away from sheep to cattle ranching. The number of cattle
gradually increased… between 1885 and 1887… their numbers had
grown from 1,571 to 2,761.” The fencing laws of 1882 added a new
routine for the San Julian crew—one of tending the miles of barbed
wire fence line it took to keep the herds contained. San Julian
grazing land was extensive, spanning nearly 40 miles in
circumference. The amount of barbed wire needed to surround the
ranch in six-wire fencing totaled about 240 miles of wire. 

San Julian Ranch was again a cattle operation and the Dibblees
brought in registered shorthorn bulls from Scotland to breed with
the original Spanish corriente strain on the ranch. The purebred
shorthorn bulls were introduced along with California bred cows of
the same breed from the San Joaquin Valley. The growing family
cattle operation was making a comeback from the disastrous

Why Does the Grass Grow?
In the preface of the book titled, Rancho San
Julian, Jim Poett recalls a conversation he had
with his Uncle Dibbs at Rancho San Julian in
the spring of 1989. It revolved around signs of
a coming drought— signs like an unyielding
spring north wind:

Dibbs stopped me on the road. We were just
into spring and already there was summer
dust in the air. It was still early in what was
to become one of the worst droughts of the
century. We had been driving past each other
… Dibbs got out of his car… so I got out of my
truck and followed. He grabbed a fist full of
grass and came back to where I stood. He held
out the clump of young rye and oats… “Why
does the grass grow?” he demanded. I told
him it grew to seed itself. He nodded and
waited. What he wanted from me was the
number and time I would begin taking cattle
off the grassland. Up until this moment, he
had been sanguine about another rain. For
the last month, he had been telling anyone
who asked that the year wouldn’t end on a
frost, meaning that after the last frost of the
winter there would be one more good rain.
Cattle are grassland. They are sustained by it
and they perpetuate it. But, the definition of
how much the cattle take and how the
rancher saves varies… in the eye of the
beholder—especially in a bad year. He
dropped the grass and got back into his car.
“You better start praying,” he said, and drove
off. Whether through my prayers or a more
general fate, we did in fact get another rain
that year. Not enough to diminish the
drought, but enough to bring along the grass.

The branding pens at San Julian. T. Wilson Dibblee at right.

Brandings at the San Julian always had action. Artist Edward Borein worked
on the San Julian and was a close friend of the family.
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drought period experienced by the de la Guerras in 1862. There’s a
verse from a Dibblee family poem that reads:

Proud this ranch of short-horned cattle, descended from the 
Prince George Bull,

Thomas bought from Earl of Spencer, roan in hue and powerful.
Herds of short-horned cattle followed, always bettering the breed,
Bulls from Scotland grazed these ranges, growing fat on 

splendid feed.

—From Rancho San Julian, a poem 
by F. Bourne Hayne and Virginia Dibblee Hoyt

Before the railroad came through, cattle were shipped to the
San Francisco market by freighter from Gaviota. To move the cattle
to market, San Julian vaqueros and ranch family members drove
their herd up the coast to the railhead at Guadalupe until the
railroad was established at Gaviota in the 1890s. Cattle would be
gathered into pastures from all corners of the ranch and driven
along the dusty road to Las Cruces. Just beyond Las Cruces was the
Gaviota rail station with its corrals. Occasionally, with cooperation
from the stationmaster, the
ranchers would move the
herd directly onto the
cattle cars—40 cattle per
car. By the 1930s, most
cattle were transported to
market by truck.

Both Dibblee brothers
died in 1895 and the
various ranch properties
were sub-divided among
family members. Thomas
Dibblee’s descendants
retained ownership of the
San Julian Ranch. Though
the cattle industry became
the sole family business,
there was an added sideline
of horse breeding run by the family as well. From the mid 1930s
until the onrush of World War II, the ranch had a successful
thoroughbred breeding and training operation that took remount
stallions and started their own line of Thoroughbred racehorses. 

The ranch family keeps San Julian moving forward into the 21ST

century. The enduring legacy is the result of the effort of the
families — the Spanish de la Guerras, the American Dibblees and
the English Poetts, and their abilities to nurture and steward the
land. It exists as an agricultural oasis in the midst of encroaching
land development. Since the time when horses bore the wagons
along dirt roads to the present time of paved highways and high-
speed trains, the ranch has held its ground. Cattle are moved from
range to range from horseback, branded and controlled in the old
timeworn traditions. Some things don’t change.

Spanish and Mexican 
Land Grants

In 1542, the Spanish explorer Juan
Rodriguez Cabrillo set foot on the California
shore near Santa Barbara at a spot that would
later become the Dos Pueblos Rancho. In
1782, the military presidio and pueblo at
Santa Barbara was founded, with the
consecration of the Spanish mission coming
four years later. The Ranch Act of 1773 had
provided strict conditional use of land grants
on mission-controlled land to veterans of the
military as a reward for their service. The
remote Rancho San Julian existed to provide
the province, made up of the mission,
presidio and pueblo, with fresh beef, wool,
tallow and horses. The retired military could
not own or occupy the land, but were allowed
grazing rights only. In 1786, the King of
Spain, recognizing the slow growth of the
provinces, changed the conditions for
granting rancho land by allowing ranchers to
occupy their grants. From 1795 to 1846, the
romantic era of the Spanish-Mexican land
grants in California thrived, with grants
varying from as little as 4,000 acres to more
than 50,000 acres – or the equivalent of 1,000
square miles of ranch land. By 1805,
restrictions were lifted and the first “private
ownership” rancho was granted in the
province of Santa Barbara. Only after the
Mexicans had revolted against the Spanish
government in 1822, and formed the
Mexican Republic in 1828, were the mission
lands made available for personal possession.
The Mexican government, sensing changes in
the wind with the encroaching power of the
United States, increased land grants to fellow
countrymen in Alta California before the
Yankees could claim it. Yankee Barbarenos, or
naturalized Mexican citizens, could receive
grants as well if they agreed to convert to
Catholicism and intermarry with Mexican or
Spanish women. By 1840, extensive acres of
rich grazing land were in the hands of private
landowners. Thus, the historic era of the
great California ranch period of the wealthy
and prosperous ranchero was begun.

Elizabeth Poett branding family calves.
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Although the railroad and modern highways have
brought progress ever closer to this pastoral gem, they have
not spoiled its overall nature. To visit this ranch is to
experience a sense of wholeness of traditional family
ranching. San Julian Ranch deserves recognition for never
giving up her rich legacy to the modern world.

La Casa San Julian

Centrally located on the 14,700-acre ranch is the main
ranch house, La Casa at San Julian, visible from the busy
State Highway One. A modest dirt road leads off the
pavement and under a simple ranch sign that announces
the historic home. “La Casa San Julian” proudly stands her
ground on a level clearing just past the pond, and the
enormous old sheep shearer’s barn that was built for a
pastoral business long gone now serves as a carpenter shop

and storage area. The careful upkeep of the casa is carried
out by Dibblee Hoyt, a descendant of Thomas Bloodgood
Dibblee and Francisca de la Guerra. He stewards the
grand lady by spending hours of time and sweat making
sure that she does not succumb to the years—
shoring up the foundation and supervising
structural restoration. A professional photo-
grapher and instructor at a nearby college, Hoyt
respects his ranch legacy and interprets its
history with passion.

The old adobe casa rests among the
sycamores of the romantic era of the Spanish
Dons of old California. As Hoyt tells it, in 1837,
Don Jose de la Guerra built a two-room casa
made up of a bedroom and a sala, or living room
and dining area. The two roomy additions were
added on later. There is a strong sense of the past
that settles on the courtyard and stone paved
pathways that go off with purpose in different

directions, some leading to doorways, another to the grape
arbor. The casa is a combination of old stucco and plaster-
coated adobe walls sheathed in board and batten. The

rooms tell their own stories
about casa history— that of
being one of the earliest
working cattle ranches still in
operation from territorial
California. The casa on
Rancho San Julian remembers
when sailing ships loaded hides
and tallow from a nearby pier
bound for market in San
Francisco. And, the old cattle
barns still stand across the
driveway from the front of the
casa, a small herd milling
around in the corrals.

The family cattle business is
managed in an office accessed

through an old screen door in the original casa. Dibblee
recalls images of the family using the old wooden cased
wall telephone, a modern addition that was a source of
curiosity on the ranch, to communicate with the outside
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world. Lining one wall is a
hall of fame of prized bulls
including the images of
patriarchs of the fine
bloodlines that have made
their contributions to the
herd. An old discolored paper
map of the ranch hangs over
an oak desk with cubbyholes
for bills and invoices. A large
map case holds several dog-
eared maps of the sprawling
ranch and its characteristic
geological features. These
maps, rolled and yellowing,
are used for planning cattle
rotations and plotting pro-
jects throughout the ranch’s five major sections – Yridises,
Amoles, Pacifico, Jaro and Palos Colorados. 

Bedrooms, kitchens and sunrooms are heavy with
memories of family. Formal portraits placed over fireplaces
and dark, hand carved wood beds alongside Victorian era
dressers give a sense that there is still more to know about
the family legacy. A ranch kitchen boasts a red and white
oilcloth table cover and old appliances in white enamel—

the perfect place to enjoy an
early morning ranch break-
fast before heading out for
chores. Vintage wallpaper
stretches over walls that have
shifted with time and
earthquakes. The extensive
wrap around porch with its
wide planks gives protection
from the weather.

Over the generations,
from the handmade nails
used to build the casa, barns
and outbuildings to the
produce the ranch workers
cultivated, Rancho San Julian
has continued in the tradition

of a self-sufficient, family run ranch. The vegetable gardens
by the casa still yield tomatoes, beans, corn and peppers as
they did back in the days when asparagus, artichokes and
beans were also the bounty of the soil. Plentiful apple crops
still provide ample fruit to press into cider in the fall. La
Casa at Rancho San Julian is a reflection of those who built
it, and with the historically accurate, careful oversight
provided by Hoyt, it will be for many more generations. 

These days, the cattle operation is
run by Jim Poett, a Dibblee and de la
Guerra descendant who moved his
family to San Julian Ranch to raise
cattle in 1980. Following a family
ranching tradition that goes back to
1837, Jim Poett, with assistance from
his daughter Elizabeth, manages 600
head of mother cows on the ranch. In
the family tradition, Elizabeth
handles the sales of the predomi-
nantly Angus steers at retail farmer’s
markets in the Los Angeles and Santa
Barbara areas. 

The Angus bulls used for breeding
stock come from the TC Ranch in
Sand Hills, Nebraska. San Julian is
mostly a fall calving operation. The
seasonal golden hills of the ranch turn
a rich green in the winter months,

providing quality ample feed. Even in
a drought year there is typically feed
available somewhere on the ranch.
Jim confirms that, “Fifty years ago it
was a spring calving operation, but
with changing conditions of available
feed it has evolved into a fall calving
operation, moving up from a
December/January to a September/
October calving. As is typical, in a bad
year where there is less pasture feed
available, a weaker percentage of
calves are born. Rain is their
salvation.” Though calving two-year
old heifers has become popular, he
believes it makes more sense to calve
three-year olds because it usually takes
putting more feed into two-year olds
to get them to calve – and the expense
is not always worth it.

Early breeding stock on the ranch
during the 19TH century was the
Spanish corriente, a European breed
bred for two purposes — both beef
and work. They showed a less
desirable temperament and many
became wild cattle. In the 1870s, the
Dibblees introduced British
Shorthorn bulls and cows to the herd
and a prize bull named “Imperial
Caledonia” was essential to their
breeding process. In the 1920s, the
Hereford were introduced and in the
1980s, the Black Angus. The herd is
predominantly Angus today with the
biggest advantage being the quality of
the beef produced. Jim prefers British
breeds over the European and
remarks, “The British bred cattle
were raised from a farm mentality –

C u r r e n t  U s a g e  a n d  F u t u r e  P l a n s  —  
R a n c h o  S a n  J u l i a n

T. Wilson Dibblee, bridle horseman, 1933
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more groomed for beef production.
Crossbred cattle can bring along
stronger calves.” For the past ten
years, he has been working more on
the cowherd from a viewpoint of
“carcass value.” Nine years ago, he
brought in 200 head of heifers solely
with an eye toward carcass value —
looking not so much at conformation
or growth, but for value as beef. The
Angus Association breeds for carcass
characteristics. The bull influences
the beef quality and the hereditary
traits of the bull control the fatting of
the steer and the marbling of the beef.
Conformation and growth potential
are important, but the product (beef )
needs to be part of the evaluation of
the bulls used. In the transition from
Shorthorn to Hereford in the 1920s,
the characteristics of the San Julian
herd became more Hereford than
Shorthorn since bull traits controlled
the herd quality. 

How does San Julian Ranch stand
on quality of the grassland? From a
grazing standpoint, the ranch acreage
is 14,700 and includes dense oak
woodlands mixed with grasslands.
According to Jim, “Grasses present are
European grasses, wild oat, rye, clover
and native bunchgrass. Rich pastures

form early grasses, with rye coming in
late in the season (April, May). There
is a progression of grasses and feed is
ideal in its variety. The European
grasses are annual and seem to hold up
well.” Alternate grazing is spread out
over five areas on the ranch. 

Annual spring brandings at San
Julian follow a long tradition of
gathering with the old retired hands,
family members and neighbors coming
together to pitch in. Jim remarks, “The
crew doing the branding is familiar and
professional and this helps to keep the
herd calm – it’s more businesslike.
There are five corrals, all slightly
different in configuration, where the
brandings take place. For example, on
the Amoles section of the ranch, the
fire and the crew are placed in the
middle of the corral. This is a calm and
methodical way to handle the
branding process. Usually a minimal
crew makes things go well.” Often the
last branding of the season is the
largest. A few observers are welcome, as
in the 1930s when the likes of Ed
Borein and Will Rogers showed up to
assist with the roundups and
brandings. Jim believes that a small,
focused crew is best. 

In all aspects of ranch work, it’s

essential to have reliable
ranch hands whose
word you can count on
to be there for whatever
the project may be.
Thinking back to Joey
Cabral for a moment,
Jim adds, “It’s invaluable
to know that a hand-
shake means that
something is as good as
done just as it was with
the past generations. It’s
important to be good
for your word, especially
in the ranching business
when you depend on
people to be where they
say they will be.” 

Other crops on the
ranch include 100 acres
of lima beans and 50

acres of hay. The ranch grows good
limas using the dry farming technique
of raking and opening the fields,
allowing the rains to soak in before
replanting. After that, the farmer
prays that there’s not too much heat
to dry up the fields too quickly. Beans
are a crop well suited to the fertile
valley floor. The hay produced is a
combination of oat hay and forage
and is raised primarily for feed,
though some is sold. With the price of
feed going through the roof, the very
productive hay fields are a blessing.

The biggest challenge to ranching
at Rancho San Julian is land use
regulation. Due to its location north of
urban areas such as Los Angeles and
the growing Santa Barbara area,
development is spreading and adjacent
ranches are being sold to investors. Jim
remarks, “The question is how is
society going to deal with invaluable
assets of agricultural production and
its tradition into the future…
agriculture is a living, breathing,
incredibly vital business that needs the
freedom to act as it sees fit. Ranching is
an essential part of the vital agricultural
community. At the same time, there is
a pressure to develop. We must keep
vital agriculture (community) mixed
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up with the urban environment. It
would be a tragedy if (our) agriculture
were exported to a foreign country.
Some sort of control needs to be in
place or development will take over
and the cost will be loss of much
agriculture in this country.”

With “hedge funds” as neighbors
instead of individual ranchers, prob-
lems always arise with communications
between the parties. For instance, it’s
harder to deal with the issue of fences
when you can’t go directly to a rancher
and work it out with him as you used
to. It’s always better when ranchers are
willing to work together to the benefit
of all involved. Jim says, “There is a
younger generation of good,
hardworking cowboys around who
have some sense of how things get
done. Keeping the ranches working
together promotes vibrancy and
more protection of the land.” 

Future plans for San Julian may
include a few changes. It plans to
continue as a cattle operation as it has
for multiple generations, however,
there are other diverse crops that are
being grown such as lavender, or
considered, such as grapes. A lavender
distillery on the ranch now produces
lavender oil products from the
evergreen shrub that thrives so well in
the California coastal climate. He
cultivates both the Grosso “Super” and
Abrialii species. He started 12 years
ago by planting an acre and he is now
distilling with his own hand built still.
He says, “It’s a hard crop to market
unless you have a market ready to
receive the product. It’s an easy
maintenance crop, once it’s established.
I plan on expanding to more acreage in
the future.” He markets his oil directly
to a distributor in San Francisco.

With the rapid growth of mid-
coast California as a wine region, Jim
is investigating slowly putting in
vineyards to see how they would
work alongside the cattle business.
He’s looking at a variety of crops
because sometimes it takes a variety
of crops to survive in agriculture. 

The sideline revenue for the ranch
has been the successful movie
location, magazine and advertising
shoot. The ranch is available for such
projects and it is near enough to Los
Angeles to make it viable for many
more shoots in the future. These
projects are relatively low impact on
the property, don’t take away from
the ranch resources and create a
supplemental income flow.

The ranching legacy on San Julian
is a circle that revolves around family
tradition. All descendants—Poett,
Hoyt, Donohoe, Mott and so forth—
have a stake in the survival of the
ranch. “One of the things that has
been rewarding about the ranch,” says
Jim, “is that there has been a
willingness of all of these people to

forego some aspects of the
contemporary world for the value of
the ranching tradition. The family is
unanimous that heritage is valuable
and must be protected.” It is not just
the responsibility of the ranch
manager, but of the family as a whole –
cousins, nieces and all. It’s that
willingness to work brandings,
maintain the aging casa, seek good
conservation alternatives and fight for
agricultural survival that keeps it
going. The greatest resource is the
people in the family network who
appreciate why the ranch exists. Those
are the people who deserve the credit
for continuing the cycle into the next
generation. Younger generations go off
to the city and make their lives, but
consistently they return to the ranch –
and the land, with a better appre-
ciation for the quality of life it offers
them. Dibblee Poett once wrote, “A
friend accuses me of being sentimental
about the land (to which I gladly plead
guilty), and I see that many of my
nieces, nephews and cousins, some
after having gone to the big cities, now
have the same attachment to the
ranch.” May the circle of tradition
remain unbroken.

Writer’s note: I am grateful to the time
generously given to me by both of these
remarkable men – Dibblee Hoyt and
Jim Poett. To Dibblee Hoyt for his
extraordinary grasp of the Ranch
history and willingness to share it. To
Jim for patiently explaining the
practical ranching aspects of San Julian
Ranch. Their passion is inspiring to
others who work to keep that dream of
family ranching alive with all of its
modern day challenges. Gratis.
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